
STARTREKENTERPRISELetterfrom Dawn Ostroff, President, Entertainment, UPN
 
To: Group Owner, General Manager, General Sales Manager, Program Director
 
Attn. Telecommunications:  Please Relay To All UPN Stations
 
February 2, 2005

Re:  STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE - Letter from Dawn Ostroff, President, Entertainment,
UPN
 
UPN and Paramount Network Television will announce today that this will be the final
season of STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE on UPN.  Following is a letter to UPN Affiliates
from Dawn Ostroff, President, Entertainment, UPN, addressing this announcement.

Best...
 
Peter K. Schruth
President
UPN Affiliate Relations
******

        February
2, 2005
 
 
 
Today, UPN and Paramount Network Television will announce that this is the final
season of STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE on UPN.
 
Star Trek has been an important part of UPN's history, airing on this network virtually
every week for more than 10 years.  ENTERPRISE has upheld the traditions of dynamic
storytelling and high-quality production values that have become synonymous with the
franchise.
 
All of us at UPN would like to thank Rick Berman, Brannon Braga and the incredibly
talented cast for creating an engaging, new dimension to the Star Trek legacy on UPN.
We look forward to working with them, and our partners at Paramount Network
Television, on a send-off that salutes the franchise's valued contributions to UPN and
satisfies its loyal viewers.  We hope you will join us by helping to promote the final
episodes of ENTERPRISE and bring this series to a close in a big way.
 
As we look to the future, the UPN brand is stronger than ever.  We have a clear vision
and direction for this network.  In just the past year, we've seen AMERICA'S NEXT TOP
MODEL emerge as a bonafide, homegrown hit for UPN, and our two new dramas,
KEVIN HILL and VERONICA MARS, have received more critical acclaim than any
shows in UPN's history.  As a result of this success, the creative community has



responded by making UPN a key destination for their top projects, producers and talent.
Now we're in the midst of another tremendous development season, and we pledge to
continue to produce innovative, quality programming that will build on our momentum.
 
We appreciate your continued support as we work together to move UPN forward.
 

Sincerely,
 
 
Dawn Ostroff
President, Entertainment, UPN
 
 


